"Step Into My Office"

Ever heard that chilling command from the CEO?

Most people at some point in their lives will run out of steam for a short period. This is perhaps not so critical as long as you know what to do when it happens. At the end of each day most of us feel the cobwebs thickening in our brains and just have to quit and go to bed. It will come as no surprise, but we aren’t all built the same, so the moment of shutdown arrives at different times. Sometimes a sickness will overcome us and we might be out of commission for a week or more. In both these cases the cure is generally rest and good nutrition.

What about when you run out of steam spiritually? What might be the cure for that? Well, I suppose if we look at the way our physical being works, we might get a good idea of how our spiritual being functions.

We all know how it is: there are times when we are unstoppable in the Lord’s work. We’re out giving away literature, conducting Bible studies, leading a Sabbath School class. Then one day, for no obvious reason, our zeal flags and it gets harder to get motivated in “good works.”

What we’ve done is spend more time feeding others than feeding ourselves. If a doctor were to apply the same philosophy, he, too, would soon be sick in the bed, and then where would his patients be? A doctor and an evangelist must be careful that they don’t fall victim to, first, the sickness they are treating, and second, … Battle Fatigue.

As a soldier in the Lord’s Army, it is necessary for you, from time to time, to come apart and rest. And during that rest it is especially important to feed yourself, not just with good food for the body, but also with good food for the mind and spirit. Perhaps one of the best forms of rest might be found in what Bible writers called the wilderness — the countryside.

If you live in town, try to arrange with a friend who lives out of town to go and spend a few days where you can surround yourself with the things that God has made: flowers, trees, bees, and yes, even the weeds. Of course, God can speak to you anywhere, but from time to time He won’t mind at all if you step into His “office.” As Chief Executive Officer, God has the right to make the rules and give advice as and where He sees fit, right?

You will definitely want to take your Bible with you; perhaps even a couple of different translations that you like. You’ve given away lots of our books; now sit down and read from them again. You will be surprised at how fresh things look when you haven’t spent time with them for a while. If you have an Internet connection where you stay, go to our website and drive around a while; the address is at the top of this page. There are many, many free resources designed to feed your soul, and are great for sharing.

Once you have taken the time to refresh your body and your mind, you will again be fitted to get back on the front line. And I dare say that your Heavenly Father will have been grateful for your visit; He likes to have you to Himself once in a while.

As Owner of all that exists, God gives His human family an opportunity—and His permission—to step off the treadmill once a week and enjoy a Sabbath Day’s rest. Yes, Sabbath is a great day to be doing good works, but don’t get busy just because you haven’t had time during the week, and Sabbath morning you begin to feel guilty. You need rest, just like the doctor needs rest, and that is what Sabbath was originally made for.
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The Perfect Storm is Coming!

War, Economic Collapse and Moral Decay—Is America Headed for Armageddon?

Ninety-two powerful pages highlighting the struggle between the powers of good and evil. From the birth of the Christian Church, through the Dark Ages, across centuries of religious error and confusion, to a time of absolute peace in an earth made new. Compelling excerpts from America in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).

Ilumination guaranteed!
Currently available in English and Spanish.

Special pricing on all books on this page:
Buy 10 cases of any title (any mix), get $4 off per case! Postpaid!

What's Behind the New World Order?

This enlightening and provocative 80-page publication reveals the hidden agenda behind the New World Order and the Ecumenical Movement—topics that almost no one dares to discuss. Dynamic excerpts from 10 chapters of America in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).

Who are the Angels?

Angel sightings and angel sayings have ignited a spiritual and commercial craze—but just who or what are angels? Though often depicted as good, angels do not always dispense blessings. Excerpts from 10 chapters of America in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).

Books to Read and Share

American in Prophecy

Will America Survive?

Many believe America has reached, perhaps surpassed, the zenith of her greatness—that she is destined to become a second-rate world power. Here are fascinating predictions about America and what the future may hold.

Finding Peace Within

A book for people in need... Thousands seek relief from today's fast-paced lifestyles, the crippling effects of job-related stress and strained family relationships. This inspiring, easy-to-read guide offers lasting solutions that really work.

Hidden Treasures

Stories from the Master Storyteller

Spellbinding stories of pearls, lost coins and treasure hidden in a field were recounted with such mystery and passion that the educated as well as the common people were drawn to Christ. Priceless reading.

Health and Happiness

Live Longer! Live Healthier!
The medical and scientific worlds are rediscovering the Bible's uncanny rules for good health. Ancient laws governing physical and mental health are today being confirmed. Natural remedies, faith and healing, diet and foods, and more...

These books may be purchased from our website. Also download free eBooks!
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